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In this project a microscopic description of the magnon-phonon
coupling is rederived. This theory is then used to simulate the
thermalization process between the spin and lattice system in NiO. It
is argued that the Kusuya-LeCraw process (1 mg + 1 ph into 1 mg)
cannot be the reason that the phononic and magnonic systems reach a
thermal equilibrium. As a consequence a quasi-stable equilibrium,
different from the thermal solution, is reached in less than 1 ps for
NiO. Finally, the effect of applying an external magnetic field to
the system, breaking the degeneracy between the magnons of opposite
polarization, is studied.
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1 Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Elektronik finns idag överallt. I elektroniska apparater utnyttjas elektronens
laddning som bärare av information. Att elektroner har laddning är välkänt, de
har dock också en betydligt mer exotisk egenskap. De bär på ett spinn. Eftersom
spinnet hos elektronen antar diskreta värden så är det aktuellt att använda
spinnet istället för laddningen för att skicka och spara information. Detta skulle
kunna göra att datorer blir mer energieffektiva. För en enda atom med en fri
elektron är det enkelt att beskriva vad som händer med elektronens spinn och
atomens rörelse. Problemet är att atomer är så små att det i även en liten bit
av ett material finns fler atomer än det finns stjärnor i universum. Det går
följaktligen inte att hålla koll på alla atomer och deras rörelser. Istället får man
hålla koll på hur atomerna rör sig kollektivt. Deras förskjutningar i förhållande
till varandra kan beskrivas som en summa av vågor i materialet. På samma sätt
kan spinnens kollektiva rörelser beskrivas som vågor, så kallade spinn-vågor. Det
är ungefär som att elektronerna gör vågen, de påverkar kollektivt varandra och
transporterar vågor genom materialet, även om elektronerna stannar kvar på
sina platser i materialet, de sitter fast vid sin atom. På samma sätt stannar du
kvar på din plats på arenan när du gör vågen. Men vad händer om stolarna inne
på arenan börjar flyttas i förhållande till varandra? Det är det vi vill beskriva i
den här rapporten, hur atomernas kollektiva rörelser interagerar med spinnens
kollektiva rörelser.
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2 Introduction
As the name suggest, spintronics is a field that is concerned with using the spin
of the electron for computing and information storage. This is in contrast to
electronic technology in which the charge of the electron is the carrier of informa-
tion. One of the arguments for using spintronic instead of electronic technology
is that the transport of spin dissipates less heat then the transport of charge [1].
This kind of technology has created interest in understanding spin dynamics.
In addition, sub-picosecond demagnetization has been discovered, at first in
metallic Ni system [2]. This is referred to as ultrafast magnetism. More recently
it was also experimentally confirmed that the magnetic ordering of insulators can
be changed on a time-scale of picoseconds [3]. This is slightly counter-intuitive,
since in insulators the electrons, which are commonly responsible for the fast
dynamics, are confined to their location on the lattice. Because of this the
electrons have limited influence on the dynamics and it seems likely that this
demagnetization is caused by the collective motion of the ions (phonons) interact-
ing with the collective motion of the spins (magnons). Maldonado and Kvashnin
suggested a microscopic model of the dependence of the lattice vibrations on
the spin dynamics [4]. Being the first out-of-equilibrium model that include the
dependence of the lattice vibrations with the spin dynamics, the model provides
an out-of-equilibrium description of the coupled dynamics. Relaying only on
parameters calculated ab initio this theory has promising predictive power.

Furthermore, this theory is of special relevance for spintronic applications where
the heat dissipated from the spins toward the lattice needs to be understood to
improve the devices efficiency. For a spintronic application to be feasible, an
external magnetic field needs to be applied in order to break the degeneracy of
magnons with different polarizations.

2.1 Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to rederive the microscopic description of the coupling
between phonons and magnons and to simulate its dynamics in a real material,
NiO. Crucially, the aim is to show that conservation of the total energy of the
system holds if certain approximations such as the single-mode relaxation time
approximation (smr) are removed and the theory instead is solved by using
directly a description of phonon and magnon populations. The dynamics arising
from this description can then be used to check the validity of the approximations
used in the previous work of Maldonado and Kvashnin [4]. This thesis also aims
to study the effect on the dynamics of additionally applying an external magnetic
field to the system.
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3 Theory
To introduce the reader to the approach here used for describing the phonon-
magnon interaction, we will start with an outlook on the quasi-particle approach
to condensed matter physics. Following in the footsteps of Altland, it can be
noted that constructing a general microscopic Hamiltonian for a material that
leads to enormously complex dynamics is not difficult [5]. Let’s for example
define a Hamiltonian, H, that describes the dynamics of a coupled spin lattice
system:

H = Hi +Hs +His (1)

where Hi describes the ions interaction, the Hs is the spin interaction and the
His stands for the spin-ion interaction.

Although this Hamiltonian is general and can, in principle, be used to de-
scribe the dynamics of real materials, the computational complexity is too large.
This is owed to the fact that the degrees of freedom for materials of interest
are on the order of 1023. Despite this, not all is lost, since some tricks can
be used to simplify the problem. These tricks are fundamental to the whole
field condensed matter physics and are described in the aforementioned book
of Altland. Importantly, since we are modelling a material that has a crystal
structure, there are both translational and rotational symmetries. Also, all de-
grees of freedom are not of the same importance. As an example, in a magnetic
insulator, the electronic degrees of freedom are frozen, and this interaction can
in fact be ignored while the model still yields realistic results [4]. This means
that a simpler Hamiltonian can be employed to model this system.

The simplest system that allows for a quasi-particle description is the quantum
harmonic oscillator. The Hamiltonian can be written as [6]

Ĥ = p̂2

2m + 1
2mω

2x̂2. (2)

where p̂ denotes the momentum operator and x̂ denotes the position operator.
This Hamiltonian describes a single quantum particle of mass m moving in a
potential V̂ (x̂) = 1

2mω
2x̂2. Introducing the creation and annihilation operators

ĉ†, ĉ = 1√
2m~ω

(mωx̂∓ ip̂) (3)

the Hamiltonian can be written as

Ĥ = ~ω
(
ĉ†ĉ+ 1

2

)
(4)

where ĉ†ĉ = N̂ is the particle number operator. This description of the Hamilto-
nian now allows for the quasi-particle interpretation. In equation 2 a particle is
moving in the potential V̂ (x̂). On the other hand, in equation 4, the system is
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made from N quasi-particles, each with energy ~ω. Introducing the annihilation
and creation operators ĉ and ĉ† has yielded a complementary picture of the
physical reality.

3.1 The Bravais Lattice
This and the following section are based on material found in the popular
textbook "Solid State Physics" by Mermin and Aschcroft [7]. A crystal structure
consists of some unit entity that repeats in space with some periodicity. This
periodicity is described by a Bravais lattice, which is an infinite set of points
generated by three vectors spanning R3 [7]. This would imply that any given
point on the lattice could be uniquely defined, up to a gauge, by

~R = n1~a1 + n2~a2 + n3~a3. (5)

The reader can think of the entity being repeated, as a single ion for simplicity,
but in general you could have many ions on each lattice site (you could even
build a house on each lattice site, but you would have to build the same exact
house on all other lattice sites). For a Bravais lattice, the concept of the unit
cell is important. Cut out a piece of space containing a single lattice point. If
the same cutting is made around every lattice point and this results in all of
the lattice being removed, the cut defines a primitive unit cell. If the unit cell
has the same symmetry as the lattice, a construction that for a Bravais lattice
always exists, it is named the Wigner-Seitz primitive cell [7]. Having introduced
the Bravais lattice, we turn to its reciprocal brother. The reciprocal space of a
Bravais lattice is constructed from the set of wave vectors ~K having the property
that

ei
~K·~R = 1. (6)

The physical interpretation is that plane waves repeating themselves the same
way the Bravais lattice repeats itself makes up the reciprocal space, commonly
referred to as k-space. It is easy to show that the reciprocal lattice is also a
Bravais lattice [7]. For the Bravais lattice we defined the Wigner-Seitz cell. The
same geometrical construct in k-space is called the first Brillioun Zone (BZ).
The relevance of this cell is that any wave with wave-vector ~K going outside of
the first BZ can be mapped into the first BZ. Therefore, the complete dynamics
of the reciprocal lattice is completely described by what happens inside the first
BZ.

3.2 Phonons
One of the best examples of working with a quasi-particle description to explain
a collective phenomenon is lattice vibrations. Lattice vibrations are correlated
movements of the ions in the lattice. The ions have a net charge and therefore in-
teract with each other through the Coulomb force. As the temperature increases
the ions tend to move from their equilibrium positions, leading to oscillatory
behavior. Apart from temperature the ions can also be excited by sound waves
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or light waves (EM-waves). If our lattice is well described by a Bravais lattice,
by a theorem proved by Liang-fu Lou, a wave on the lattice (for example an
acoustic wave) is well described by 3 reciprocal vectors that form an orthogonal
basis [8]. The physical explanation is that the ions oscillate (wave travels) in the
direction of the Bravais or orthogonal to it. Choosing one of these reciprocal
vectors, phonons can be derived for a 1D lattice. All the conclusions can then
be easily generalized to the N-dimensional case that is of interest (3D!). To this
effect we start with a 1D chain of N ions of the same kind, each having mass M.
Since the lattice is a Bravais lattice the labelling is natural, simply label each
ion by its equilibrium lattice site. The following argument draws heavily from
Mermin and Aschcroft [7]:

A general 2-body potential is given by U = 1
2
∑
ij φ(Ri − Rj) where ij means

summing over a pair of interactions. The division by 2 avoids counting the
interactions twice and φ is for example the Coulomb potential. In the 1D case it
would make sense to work with only indices i and j, but to facilitate the move to
3D we use Ri and Rj . Because the atoms move around their lattice sites, there
is a need to introduce a deviation, u(Ri), from the equilibrium position. One
can then write

U = 1
2
∑
ij

φ(Ri −Rj + u(Ri)− u(Rj)). (7)

The complete description of this system, its dynamics and energy levels, is then
given by the following Hamiltonian:

H = T + U =
∑
i

P (Ri)2

2M + 1
2
∑
ij

φ(Ri −Rj + u(Rij)) (8)

where the substitution u(Ri) − u(Rj) = u(Rij) is used. By Taylor expanding
the potential the problem is simplified. If only terms of order 2 or lower are kept,
the Hamiltonian above simplifies to the following expression :

U ≈ U0 + 1
2
∑
ij

u(Rij)
∂φ(Ri −Rj)
∂u(Rij)

+ 1
4
∑
ij

u2(Rij)
∂2φ(Ri −Rj)
∂u2(Rij)

(9)

which is known as the harmonic approximation. The second term on the right-
hand side is 0 in virtue of it being the sum of net forces experienced by a particles
in equilibrium. Choosing U0 = 0 allows us to write the Hamiltonian in equation
9 as

H =
∑
i

P (Ri)2

2M + 1
2
∑
j

u2(Rij)
∂2φ(Ri −Rj)
∂u2(Rij)

 . (10)

To further simplify the model, it is assumed that the potential energy falls
of rather steeply, so that the potential can be approximated as a nearest-
neighbor-interaction (nn-interaction). Since all ions are assumed to be equal, the
nn-interactions should be equal and hence it follows that ∂2φ(Ri−Rj)

∂u2(Rij) = C. As is
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now clear, the Hamiltonian describes a system of ions connected by mass-less
springs of stiffness C. The domain of validity of this approximation is limited to
small oscillations. For nn-interactions, the vector Ri can then be written as a · i,
where a is the spacing between two ions. The potential becomes

U = C

2
∑
i

(u(ai)− u(ai+ a))2 (11)

By Hamilton’s equations of motion one arrives at the differential equation

M
d2u(ai)
dt2

= −C(2u(ai)− u(ai− a)− u(ai+ a)). (12)

Choosing a periodic boundary condition, u(aN + a) = u(a), where the chain
behaves as if the ion on the left is connected to the one on the right by a spring,
the system of differential equations becomes well-posed. The simplest way to
solve it is to assume that the solution is a plane wave

u(ai, t) = Aei(kna−ωt). (13)

Using the BC yields the condition eikNa = 1 and from plugging in the plane
wave into equation 12 and equating coefficients one finds that the dispersion
relationship is given by

ωk = 2
√
C

M

∣∣∣∣sin(ak2
)∣∣∣∣. (14)

The solution to the differential equation 12 is given by the real and imaginary
part of the plane wave. This gives us the required number of arbitrary constants
to fulfill any initial conditions and hence the full solution is achieved.

Let’s now add an ion of a different kind into the Wigner-Seitz cell, connected
to its neighbours by a spring with a new spring constant. It is possible to
show that there now exist two plane wave solutions, with different dispersion
relationships [8]. These different solutions are called branches. The lower-energy
branch is called acoustic branch. It represents all the ions oscillating in phase.
The higher-energy branch is called an optical branch. It represents the two
ions in the Wigner-Seitz cell oscillating completely out of phase. Generalizing
our conclusions to the 3 dimensional lattice there exists 3 acoustic branches
and 3 additional optical branches for each extra ion in the basis. In general it
is possible to think about the number of modes in a basis with D ions as the
number of vibrational modes of a D-atomic molecule [9].

Having found the normal modes, it is possible to make a conceptual leap
that given our previous discussion about the quantum harmonic oscillator, will
come as no surprise to the reader. There are 3N modes, and the system can
be described as a linear combinations of these modes. Therefore the crystal
is in the harmonic approximation well described by 3N oscillators, each with
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the characteristic frequency of a normal mode. These modes can be found by
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in equation 10, in which the classical momentum is
replaced by the momentum operator and the position is replaced by the position
operator. The energy of a particular state is then given by

E =
∑
k

(nk + 1
2)~ωk (15)

where the k represents a specific wave vector and branch. Having seen the
interpretation of the single harmonic oscillator as N particles with energy ~ω
it is natural to extend this interpretation to the many-body case. Here, there
are nk quasi-particles of energy ~ωk. Such a quasi-particle is called a phonon
and thus any ionic displacement can be built as a linear composition of phonons
with different occupation numbers.

3.3 Phonon-phonon interaction
An important process (channel) for relaxing a lattice is phonon-phonon scattering.
To explain phonon-phonon scattering the idea of crystal momentum is introduced.
Crystal momentum ~p~k is defined as

~p~k = ~~k (16)

where ~k is the wave vector. This quantity is conserved in collisions between
quasi-particles, up to a reciprocal lattice vector [7]. More precisely, in an N-body
scattering process, ∑

f

~kf =
∑
e

~ke +N~ ~K (17)

where ~K is a reciprocal lattice vector. The sum on the left-hand side runs over all
quasi-particles f with wave vectors given as ~kf . The sum on the right-hand side
is the same but for the quasi-particles existing after the collision, e. Conservation
of crystal momentum and energy conservation is required for a scattering process
between quasi-particles to be possible. For completeness we mention that it is
possible to characterize a scattering process by studying if the crystal momentum
is conserved or not, which amounts to asking if ~K = ~0. If crystal momentum is
preserved exactly, the processes is called "normal process", and if not "Umklapp
process" [7].Thus, the phonon-phonon scattering mechanisms are divided into
these two processes. Importantly, it has been shown that they play a relevant
role on the system relaxation in the for us relevant time-scale, below 10 ps [10].

3.4 Getting the Heisenberg Exchange interaction
We now turn our attention to the spin part of the spin-lattice system. Spin is an
aspect of quantum mechanics and everything from this point onwards is treated
in a quantum mechanical way. For sake of simplicity, the hats on the operators
are left out in the rest of the report. The Heisenberg exchange interaction is
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a consequence of the electrostatic interaction between 2 electrons and the fact
that electrons are spin-1/2 particles, meaning that their wavefunction must be
anti-symmetric [11]. The starting point is the 2 electron Hamiltonian:

H = H0 (r1) +H0 (r2) + e2

|r1 − r2|
. (18)

The electrons are also in a superposition of the spin states

|+〉1|+〉2, |+〉1|−〉2, |−〉1|+〉2, |−〉1|−〉2 (19)

where the first electron is labelled 1 and the second is labelled 2. ± stands for
spin up (down). The singlet state is then the state

1√
2

(|+〉1|−〉2 − |−〉1|+〉2) (20)

which is the only spin-state that is anti-symmetric. It has total spin 0. This
solution then requires a symmetric spatial wavefunction [6]. The triplet states
have total spin 1 and are given by

|+〉1|+〉2
1√
2

(|+〉1|−〉2 + |−〉1|+〉2)

|−〉1|−〉2

(21)

and therefore, they should be accompanied with a wavefunction anti-symmetric
in space. Since the triplet and singlet states have different symmetries, the
spatial wavefunctions are different. Because of this the energies of the system is
different depending on if the total spin is 1 or 0. This energy-difference can be
represented by an interaction term J [11]. A Hamiltonian describing this is

Hspin = −J ~S1 · ~S2 (22)

where ~Si is the spin operator applied to spin i [7]. If one extends the above
argument to a lattice with N electrons one gets the Heisenberg model

Hspin = −
∑
<ij>

Jij ~S1 · ~S2 (23)

where < ij > indicates that we are summing over nn-interactions.

3.5 Heisenberg model
Having given a physical justification to the Heisenberg model, the method of
second quantization is now used in order to infer the collective behaviour from
the N-body Hamiltonian described in equation 23. As in the case of phonons,
this derivation is done in 1D, but is readily generalized to higher dimensions.
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For a more elaborate derivation, see for example the textbook by Mohn [12]. A
neat trick allowing us to do this is the Holstein-Primakoff transformation [13].
Let’s start by defining the following operators:

S± = Sx ± iSy (24)

and
η = S − Sz. (25)

The Holstein-Primakoff representation is then the following (exact!) transforma-
tion [13]:

S+
j =

√
2S − a†jajaj (26)

S−j = a†j

√
2S − a†jaj (27)

Szj = S − a†jaj (28)
ηj = a+

j aj . (29)

In order to use the Holstein-Primakoff representation one can write Hspin, leaving
out the external magnetic field, as

Hspin =
∑
j

Jj(j+δ)δ

[
Szj S

z
(j+δ) + 1

2

(
S+
j S
−
j+δ + S−j S

+
j+δ

)]
(30)

where the notation of jδ is equivalent to the previously used < ij > in the sense
that δ is simply connecting two nn-sites. The square roots in equation 26 and
27 can be expanded in terms of S. This is a semi-classical approximation making
use of the fact that S is large. If more terms are included, this means that more
processes can be seen. This was done for example by Dyson in 1956 [14]. The
form of the equation can now be transformed by the relations outlined above
into:

Hspin =
∑
j

Jj(j+δ)

[
S
(
aja
†
j+δ + a†jaj+δ.

)
− 2Sa†jaj + S2

]
. (31)

The discrete (lattice) Fourier transform is then

aj ≡
1√
N

∑
k

e−ikRj bk , a+
j ≡

1√
N

∑
j

eikRj b+
k (32)

which applied to equation 29 yields, if one notices that the unitary transformation∑
jk1k2

eiRj(k1−k2) = Nδk1,k2 holds as well as using Euler’s identity:

Hspin =
∑
k

J0,δ
(

(2Sb†kbk − S)cos(kδ)2 − Sb†kbk
)

=
∑
k

ωkb
†
kbk (33)

where we have chosen a gauge where the constant terms are equal to 0. From
equation 29 and 28 one can arrive at an interpretation of ηj . ηj is the deviation
that a spin on site j has from having a maximal z-component [12]. Using the
k-space description, this deviation is formulated as a superposition of waves.
These waves are refered to as spin waves [11].
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3.6 Anti-Ferromagnetic Insulator Hamiltonian
The concepts needed for deriving a theory of the phonon-magnon interaction
have now been introduced. The following is a rederivation of an argument found
in Maldonado and Kvashnin [4]. In an anti-ferromagnet the spins on neighboring
sites prefer to be anti-parallel. This means that it is natural to describe the
lattice as consisting of two sublattices A and B, with the spins having their
equilibrium position up, A, or down, B. The spin Hamiltonian of a general
anti-ferromagnet can then be expressed as:

Hspin = 1
2

N∑
i,j
i 6=j

Jij ~Si~Sj = 1
2

NA∑
iεA

∑
~δ

Ji(i+~δ)
~Si~Si+~δ + 1

2

NB∑
jεB

∑
~δ

Jj(j+δ)~Sj ~Sj+~δ.

(34)
The spins on sites i are situated on sublattice A and the spins on sites j are
situated on sublattice B. ~δ is the vector version of the δ used above, so it connects
nn-sites. N is the total number of ions in the lattice. By the method used in
the preceding section the Holstein-Primakoff representation is used to rewrite
Hspin as [4]:

Hspin = 1
2

NA∑
iεA

∑
~δ

Ji(i+~δ)

[
S(aibi+~δ + h.c.) + S(a†iai + b†

i+~δ
bi+~δ)− S

2
]

+1
2

NB∑
jεB

∑
~δ

Jj(j+~δ)

[
S(bjaj+~δ + h.c.) + S(b†jbj + a†

j+~δ
aj+~δ)− S

2
]
(35)

where the spin operators on a site i is represented by annihilation and creation
operators a†i and ai. For the spin operators on a site j, lower case b:s are used
and h.c. denotes the hermitian conjugate

3.7 Getting the phonon-magnon interaction
We now wish to find a way to couple the lattice to the spins. Jj(j+~δ) has its
origin in electron-electron interaction and therefore implicitly depends on the
atomic distance. It is therefore a good idea to take this effect into account
by Taylor-expanding the J : s as a function of the deviation from equilibrium.
Including only zero- and first-order terms in the expansion we get:

Jij ≈ Jij(~Rij) + δ~uij ~∇Jij(~Rij) (36)

with ~Rij being the distance between two ions in equilibrium and δ~uij is the total
deviation from ~Rij . The phonon-magnon coupling is then apparent because as
previously shown, the oscillations of ions around their equilibrium sites ,δ~uij , can
be described by a superposition of phonons in the second quantization picture.
Mathematically, it is possible to write

δ~uij =
∑
~k

∑
ζ

√
~√

2MNω~kζ

(c~kζ + c†
−~kζ

)~e~kζ(e
i~k ~Ri − ei~k ~Rj ) (37)
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where M is the mass of the ions, ω~kζ is the dispersion relationship, c†~k,ζ ,c~k,ζ are
the creation and annihilation operators and ~e~k,ζ is the polarization vector. The
indices indicate the branch, ζ, and mode, ~k. Thus, the interaction term arising
from 35 is
Hint

= 1
2

NA∑
iεA

∑
~δ

δ~uij ~∇Ji(i+~δ)(~Ri(i+~δ))
[
S(aibi+~δ + h.c.) + S(a†iai + b†

i+~δ
bi+~δ)− S

2
]

+1
2

NB∑
jεB

∑
~δ

δ~uij ~∇Jj(j+~δ)(~Rj(j+~δ))
[
S(bjaj+~δ + h.c.) + S(b†jbj + a†

j+~δ
aj+~δ)− S

2
]

(38)

and
Hspin = H0

spin +Hint. (39)

In order to get the dispersion relationship, the H0
spin part of the Hamiltonian

needs to be diagonalized. This diagonalization was done independently in this
project. In the spirit of the previous section, one starts by using the discrete
Fourier transform from equation 32 and utilizes the unitary transformation. The
key idea is to then use the Bogoliubov transformation, which is well known
to diagonalize quadratic Hamiltonians [15]. It would be nice to have a sim-
pler expression for equation 38. This is achieved by following the recipe of
diagonalization (discrete Fourier transform, unitary transformation, Bogoliubov
transformation and so on). Doing these calculations it can eventually be shown
that

Hint =
∑
~k,~q,ζ

[
(c~k,ζα

†
~qβ
†
~k−~q
− c†~k,ζα~qβ~k−~q)F1(k, q) + (c~k,ζα

†
~qα~q−~k + c†~k,ζ

α†
~q−~k

α~q+

c~k,ζβ
†
~qβ~q−~k + c†~k,ζ

β†
~q−~k

β~q)F2(k, q)
]

(40)

with

F1(k, q) = Si

N

√
~√

2Mω~kζ

~e~kζ

[
(~λ~q−~k − ~λ~q) cosh

(
θ~q + θ~k−~q

)
− ~λ~k sinh

(
θ~q + θ~k−~q

)]
(41)

F2(k, q) = Si

N

√
~√

2Mω~kζ

~e~kζ

[
(~λ~q−~k − ~λ~q) sinh

(
θ~q + θ~k−~q

)
− ~λ~k cosh

(
θ~q + θ~k−~q

)]
(42)
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where
~λ~q =

∑
~δ

sin
(
~q~δ
)
~∇J0,~δ (43)

and θ~q gets fixed by the diagonalization as

θ~q = 1
2arctanh

−2
z

∑
~δ

cos
(
~q~δ
)
J0,~δ

 (44)

where z is the number of neighbours.
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams representing the two processes allowed by Hint

Diagrams are from Maldonado and Kvashnin [4]

It is now clear that the interaction Hamiltonian describes two different
processes. One is modulated by the matrix element F1(~k, ~q) and the other one
is modulated by F2(~k, ~q). The specific process can be identified by looking at
the creation and annihilation operators. F1(~k, ~q) modulates the process of 2
magnons, of opposite polarity, scattering into 1 phonon or the inverse process.
This is called the confluent channel [4]. This can be seen from the terms getting
multiplied by F1(~k, ~q) in equation 40. The first of these terms includes a phonon
annihilation operator, and the creation operators for a magnon of polarity α
and β. The second represents the inverse process. Using the same argument one
sees that the other process is 1 phonon and 1 magnon scattering into 1 magnon
where both magnons have the same polarity. This is called the Kasuya-LeCraw
channel [4]. In figure 1 a Feynman diagram describing these 2 scattering processes
has been drawn.

3.8 Rate equations
In order to derive the rate equations, the statistical properties of the quasi-
particles need to be explained. Both phonons and magnons are bosons and
therefore they obey Bose-Einstein statistics, meaning that the number of phonons
in a certain state is given by [8]

n~k = 1

e
ω~k

~
TkB − 1

(45)
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and ωk is the energy
of the boson with wavevector ~k.

Having arrived at an interaction Hamiltonian, Hint, that allows the transfer
of energy and angular momentum from phonons to magnons and vice versa
through two different channels the time-evolution of the phononic and magnonic
distributions can be described. Hint works as a perturbative term and using
the Fermi’s golden rule one can get the transition probability of going from one
state to another. By summing over all branches and including also the inverse
processes, it is then possible to describe the complete dynamics of the system
by a simple set of rate equations. These equations can then be solved by some
iterative ODE solver, such as Runge-Kutta 4 (RK-4). The Fermi’s golden rule
states that

Pfi = 2π
~
|〈i|Hint|f〉|2δ(Ei − Ef ) (46)

where Pfi is the transition probability from state f to state i and informally one
could say that the Dirac delta function is responsible for the energy conservation.
For a rigorous derivation of the Fermi’s golden rule see for example McQuarrie [16].
We note that the use of the Fermi’s golden rule, which is a semi-classical
approximation has been subject to debate. Fänhle et al pointed for example
out that the approximation should in principal not hold in strongly correlated
system [17]. However, in electron phonon scattering processes, it was then shown
that these corrections might not play a critical role [18]. Using this expression
and calculating the probability that the transition nk → nk + 1 happens (as well
as the inverse process) one arrives at the expression for the rate equations of the
system:(
dnph~k
dt

)scatt
= 4π

~
∑
~q

|F1(k, q)|2δ(ωph~k − ω
α
~q − ω

β
~k−~q

)
[
nα~q n

β
~k−~q
− nph~k n

α
~q − n

ph
~k
nβ~k−~q

− nph~k
]

+ 4π
~
∑
~q

|F2(k, q)|2δ(ωph~k − ω
α
~q + ωα

~q−~k)
[
nph~k

nα~q + nα~q n
α
~q−~k + nα~q − n

ph
~k
nα
~q−~k

]
+ 4π

~
∑
~q

|F2(k, q)|2δ(ωph~k − ω
β
~q + ωβ

~q−~k
)
[
nph~k

nβ~q + nβ~qn
β

~q−~k
+ nβ~q − n

ph
~k
nβ
~q−~k

]
.

(47)

From the Feynman diagram in figure 1 the corresponding changes in the number
of magnons in the different modes involved in the process can be obtained. This
is then enough to complete the model. This system can then be solved by
some iterative method as described above. It is worth mentioning that to solve
this numerically Gaussian smearing of the δs is used in this thesis. This is the
following approximation

δ(E) = 1√
πσ

e
−E2

σ2 (48)
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where σ is a smearing parameter. For realistic dynamics one should choose the
σ parameter to be on the order of the energies involved [19]. Two assumptions
are made in the previous work of Maldonado and Kvashnin. These assumptions
are that there are virtual magnons created that allow the magnon population
to relax (smr) and the condition that the number of magnons is decreasing if
they are at a higher mode-dependent temperature than the phononic system.
From these assumptions, they arrive at the following expressions for the rate
equations, where only the Kusuya-LeCraw channel is spelled out:

dnα~q
dt

= 4π
~
∑
~k

|F2(k, q)|2
(
δ
(
ωph~k
− ωα~q + ωα

~q−~k

)
− δ

(
ωph~k

+ ωα~q − ωα~q−~k
))

[
N~k −

1
e~w~k/kbT~q − 1

](
nα
~q−~k − n

α
~q

)
(49)

dnph~k
dt

= 4π
~
∑
~q

|F2(k, q)|2
(
δ
(
ωph~k
− ωα~q + ωα

~q−~k

)
− δ

(
ωph~k

+ ωα~q − ωα~q−~k
))

[
N~k −

1
e~w~k/kbT~q − 1

](
−nα

~q−~k + nα~q

)
(50)

where T~q represent the magnon temperature in mode ~q [4]. The mode-dependent
temperature is implicitly defined from equation 45.

3.9 Ni0
NiO is a metallic oxide with rock-saltstructure that is of interest for spintronics
applications [20] [21]. It is an anti-ferromagnetic insulator. The reason for the
interaction being anti-ferromagnetic is explained by the Goodenough-Kanamori
rule. The argument goes as follows: Ni 2+ 0 2- Ni 2+ is a 180 degree cation-
anion-cation bridge where both oxygen and nickel has its p-orbitals half-filled
and the virtual electron exchange leads to a semi-covalent exchange. Since
the p-orbitals are half-filled, by Goodenough-Kanamori rule the the interaction
is anti-ferromagnetic [22]. For NiO the majority of the magnons have higher
energies than the majority of the phonons [4]. By energy conservation it must
therefore be the case that the process of 2 magnons becoming 1 phonon is
suppressed. This means that the number of magnons are conserved for NiO, if
the theory outlined above contains all relevant interactions. In principle it is
therefore only possible for the magnon populations to lose energy to the phononic
system. Strikingly, the equilibration to a Bose-Einstein distribution at another
temperature is impossible since this is not allowed if the number of magnons is
conserved.
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4 Method
NiO is the material being studied. This is done by simulating the system of
equations in either 49 and 50 or 47 on a computer. The code is for efficiency
reasons implemented in C++. The dynamics is time-stepped by RK-4 with
smearing parameter σ = 10−22J . For all the cases, the k-space is sampled
uniformly using 4x4x4 points. The input variables to the program is the matrix
element

∣∣∣F1(~k, ~q)
∣∣∣2 and

∣∣∣F2(~k, ~q)
∣∣∣2 as well as the phonon and magnon energies.

These inputs were taken from the previous work by Maldonado and Kvashnin [4].

The situation when the magnonic system is Bose-Einstein distributed at a
higher temperature, 301K compared to the phononic system that is at equilib-
rium at T = 300K is studied. This is included in the simulation as an initial
condition. A test for convergence taking different time-steps, h = 1fs and
h = 10fs, is performed. This test is done with the approximate formulation
from equations 49 and 50. Additionally, an external magnetic field is applied to
the Hamiltonian and the changed dispersion relation is plotted. The dynamics
arising from this Hamiltonian is then simulated. Lastly, the system is simulated
by using the directly the description of the magnon and phonon populations
found in equation 47.

5 Results
The result of the convergence study where the rate equations are formulated by
the equations 49 and 50 is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Average temperature of the magnon modes plotted against time, for
h = 1fs, solid red line, and h = 10fs, dotted green line.

In figure 3(a), the time-evolution of the average temperature of the magnon
and phonon modes is plotted, as well as how the maximum and minimum mode
and branch dependent temperatures evolve for both populations. In figure 3(b)
the energy flows between the phononic and magnonic populations are plotted,
as well as the total energy of the system.

(a) Tavg for mgα is solid red line, Tmin for
mgα is dotted red line, Tmax for mgα is blue
line, Tavg for ph is solid green line, Tmax
for ph is dotted green line.

(b) ∆Emgα is red line, ∆Eph is green line
and ∆Etot is black line.

Figure 3: Dynamics of system, when the system of rate equations is given by
equations 49 and 50. Bext = 0 and simulation is time-stepped with h = 10fs.
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In figure 4, the dispersion relation for the magnons is plotted, before and
after applying an external magnetic field of magnitude 40T . The magnetic
field is chosen to be of this magnitude for visual purpose, and we are plotting
along a line of high symmetry in the first BZ. The dynamics of the system is
then studied with an external magnetic field of the more realistic amplitude
Bext = 0.4T. Because this still produces figures that look qualitatively like the
ones above, except for the total magnon energies for the different polarizations
of the magnons, these other figures are left out. The splitting between the total
magnon energies of different polarizations, mgα and mgβ , are plotted in figure 5.

Figure 4: Breaking of degeneracy for magnon modes. The solid red line is the
magnon energies without an external magnetic field. The green line is mgα and
the solid black line is mgβ , both after introducing the external field. In order to
make the splitting obvious, Bext = 40T is used.
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Figure 5: Total energies of magnons of polarization α, dotted red line and β,
solid red line. Bext = 0.4 T and simulation is time-stepped with h = 10fs.

In figure 6 the results from simulating the dynamics arising from the system of
rate equations given by equation 47 are plotted. The time-step in the simulation
is h = 1fs.

(a) Tavg for mgα is solid red line, Tmin for
mgα is dotted red line, Tmax for mgα is blue
line, Tavg for ph is solid green line, Tmax
for ph is dotted green line

(b) ∆Emgα is red line, ∆Eph is green line
and ∆Etot is black line

Figure 6: Dynamics of system, when the system of rate equations is given by
equation 47. Bext = 0 and the simulation is time-stepped with h = 1fs.
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6 Discussion and outlook
From figure 2 it is clear that the time-step dependence on the simulation is small.
It is therefore justified to use the longer time-step when simulating the system
of equations described by equations 49 and 50. In figure 3(a), it is seen that
no thermal equilibrium is reached between the phononic and magnonic systems.
Seeing that the maximum mode-dependent-temperature never drops below its
initial value, this is attributed to the lattice being too sparse. This suggest that
some modes have few or no connections and therefore are not involved at all
in the dynamics. The maximum temperature of some phonon mode seems to
to reach equilibrium with the magnon mode of lowest energy. This provides
some further evidence that the lattice would reach thermal equilibrium if it was
denser. However, in 3(b), it seems clear that the energy is not conserved in the
simulation. This might be caused by the approximations that are made. Figure
4 displays the splitting of the energies of magnons of different polarizations when
an external magnetic field is applied to the system. The energies of the magnons
with polarization α is lifted and the energies of magnons with polarization β
is lowered. In figure 5 one notices that the energy difference between the two
subsystems persists during the entirety of the simulation.

The plots generated from the simulation using 47, figure 6(a) and 6(b), look
qualitatively very different from the plots seen in figure 3(a) and 3(b). The
number of magnons is enforced to be conserved by the implementation and the
energy of the system is also nearly conserved. Since there is an approximation
in the δs, it is in principle impossible to have exact energy conservation, but
in this simulation it is close. The average mode-dependent temperature of the
magnonic system, drops to around 300.9 K. Also in this simulation there are
a lot of modes that are not involved in the dynamics due to the sparseness of
the grid. There is a relaxation of the system after approximately 0.1 ps, but the
equilibrium that is reached is not a Bose-Einstein distribution of the phononic
and magnonic distributions, but a quasi-equilibrium. This can be observed
by noting that some modes of the magnonic populations have increased their
mode-dependant-temperature, while other modes have decreased theirs. In the
NiO section above, we explained that because the number of magnons are con-
served, it is in fact impossible for the magnonic and phononic system to achieve
a thermal equilibrium at some new temperature. Instead, it is expected that
the systems eventually will break the quasi-equilibrium and thermalize as other
(slower) processes start to decrease the number of magnons. It is therefore sug-
gested that the dynamics of NiO might be slower than previously predicted in [4].

For further work, a natural step would be to look into the new predictions
that working with the description utilizing directly the phonon and magnon pop-
ulations yield. Importantly, the phonon-phonon interaction should be added, and
the simulation be done with a denser grid. This would require using symmetries
in the problem and parallelization of the code in order to make the computation
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feasible. This could lead to a prediction as to the nature of the quasi-equilibrium
and also on the length of the time it takes the system to reach quasi-equilibrium.
Adding higher-order processes that do not preserve the number of magnons
could then yield a prediction of how long the system takes to thermalize. Lastly,
it would be interesting to use the theory to compute spin-lattice dynamics for
other materials, such as YIG, where the predictions could be compared with
experimental results.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Code
8.1.1 Code for solving system of rate equations defined by equations

49 and 50

1 #define _USE_MATH_DEFINES
2 #include<fstream>
3 #include <cmath>
4 #include <iostream>
5 #include <iterator>
6 #include <vector>
7 #include <array>
8 #include <iomanip>
9 #include<algorithm>

10 using namespace std;
11 //declare variables
12 using std::array;
13 using std::vector;
14 //const double h_bar=1.054;
15 //const double h_bar=1.054*pow(10,-34);
16 const double k_B=1.38064852*pow(10,-23); //
17 const double bohrM=9.274009*pow(10,-24); // J/T
18 const double g=2.0; //??
19 const double H_ext=0.0; // T
20 const double M=g*bohrM*H_ext;
21
22 const int size_q=4;
23 const int qpoints=size_q*size_q*size_q;
24 const int size_k=4;
25 const int kpoints=size_k*size_k*size_k;
26 const int branches=12;
27 const int size_ph=kpoints*branches;
28 const int size_Theta=size_ph*size_ph;
29 const int size_A=size_ph*qpoints;
30 const int size_add=kpoints*qpoints;
31
32 const double smear=pow(10,-22);
33
34 //declare functions
35 int add(int,int,int);
36
37 double dirac(double);
38
39 //f_ph(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd, A,B,C,theta1,theta2,theta3,

theta4,theta5,theta6)
40 vector<double> f_ph(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
41 vector<double>&,vector<int>,
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42 vector<double>, vector<double>);
43
44 //mg_alpha(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd, alpha1,alpha2)
45 vector<double> f_mg_alpha(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
46 vector<double>&,vector<int>,vector<double>);
47
48 //mg_beta(phonon_mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd,beta1,beta2)
49 vector<double> f_mg_beta(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
50 vector<double>&,vector<int>,vector<double>);
51
52 //fcn that creates 4 matrices that then are used to calculate derivatives
53 void editor(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
54 vector<double>&,vector<int>,
55 vector<double>, vector<double>,vector<double> &,
56 vector<double> &,vector<double>, vector<double>,vector<double>);
57
58 //RKfour
59 void RKfour(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
60 vector<double>&,vector<int>,
61 vector<double>,vector<double>,double,vector<double>,vector<double>,
62 vector<double>);
63
64 void temperature(vector<double>,vector<double>,
65 vector<double>, vector<double>,vector<double>&,vector<double>&);
66
67
68
69
70 int main(int argc, char const *argv[])
71 {
72 //calculate the add matrix
73 vector<int> matrixAdd;
74 for (int i=0;i<size_add;i++){
75 matrixAdd.push_back(add(i%kpoints,i/kpoints,size_q));
76 }
77
78
79
80 //initialize variables
81
82 vector<double> phonon,A(size_A),B(size_A),mg_alpha,mg_beta;
83
84 //readfiles w_ph,w_mgBeta, w_mgAlpha, F1, F2, theta
85
86 //w_ph
87 vector<double> w_ph;
88 double element;
89 std::ifstream in;
90 in.open("phonon.txt");
91 if (in.is_open()){
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92 while (in >> element){
93 w_ph.push_back(element);
94 }
95 }
96 in.close();
97
98 //w_mg_alpha
99 vector<double> w_mg_alpha;

100 in.open("magnon.txt");
101 if (in.is_open()){
102 while (in >> element){
103 w_mg_alpha.push_back(element);
104 }
105 }
106 in.close();
107
108 //w_mg_beta
109 vector<double> w_mg_beta;
110 in.open("magnon.txt");
111 if (in.is_open()){
112 while (in >> element){
113 w_mg_beta.push_back(element);
114 }
115 }
116 in.close();
117
118 // Get correct energies for w_mg_alpha and w_mg_beta
119 for(int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
120 w_mg_alpha[j]+=M;
121 w_mg_beta[j]-=M;
122 /*std::cout << w_mg_alpha[j] << std::endl;
123 std::cout << w_mg_beta[j] << std::endl;*/
124 }
125
126 //F1 F2
127 /*
128 vector<double> F1,F2;
129 in.open("F1four.txt");
130 if (in.is_open()){
131 while (in >> element){
132 F1.push_back(element);
133 }
134 }
135 in.close();
136 */
137 vector<double> F2;
138
139 in.open("F2four.txt");
140 if (in.is_open()){
141 while (in >> element){
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142 F2.push_back(element);
143 }
144 }
145 in.close();
146
147 //Resolve problem with non-zero elements where they should not be
148 for(int i=0;i<(size_A);i++){
149 int u=matrixAdd[i%kpoints+(i/size_ph)*kpoints];
150 if(u==0||u==10||u==34||u==40){
151 F2[i]=0;
152 }
153 int g=matrixAdd[i/size_ph+(i%kpoints)*kpoints];
154 if(g==0||g==10||g==34||g==40){
155 F2[i]=0;
156 }
157
158 }
159
160 //calculate A,B
161 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
162 for(int j=0; j<qpoints; j++){
163 int temp=j*size_ph+i;
164 int temp_i=i%kpoints;
165
166 double E3=w_ph[i]-w_mg_alpha[j]+w_mg_alpha[matrixAdd[j+temp_i*

kpoints]];
167 double E4=w_ph[i]+w_mg_alpha[j]-w_mg_alpha[matrixAdd[j+temp_i*

kpoints]];
168 double E5=w_ph[i]-w_mg_beta[j]+w_mg_beta[matrixAdd[j+temp_i*kpoints

]];
169 double E6=w_ph[i]+w_mg_beta[j]-w_mg_beta[matrixAdd[j+temp_i*kpoints

]];
170 A[temp]=4.0*M_PI*1000.0/1.054*F2[temp]*(dirac(E3)-dirac(E4)); //

This factor changes if you change params above
171 B[temp]=4.0*M_PI*1000.0/1.054*F2[temp]*(dirac(E5)-dirac(E6)); //

This factor changes if you change params above
172 }
173 }
174 // Calculate initial distributions;
175
176 double T=300.0;
177
178 for(int i=0; i<size_ph;i++){
179 if(i%64==0){
180 phonon.push_back(0);
181 }
182 else{
183 phonon.push_back(1/(exp(w_ph[i]/k_B/T)-1));
184 }
185 }
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186 T=301.0;
187
188 //Excite some phonon modes
189
190 /*for(int i=0;i<branches;i++){
191 phonon[i*64+1]+=10;
192 phonon[i*64+5]+=10;
193 phonon[i*64+17]+=10;
194 }*/
195
196 for(int j=0; j<qpoints; j++){
197 mg_alpha.push_back(1/(exp(w_mg_alpha[j]/k_B/T)-1));
198 mg_beta.push_back(1/(exp(w_mg_beta[j]/k_B/T)-1));
199 if (j==0){
200 mg_beta[j]=0;
201 }
202 if (mg_alpha[j]>=1){
203 mg_alpha[j]=0;
204 }
205 }
206
207 //Loop over time
208 std::cout<<"Runs this far"<<std::endl;
209
210 ofstream myfile;
211 myfile.open ("AvTemp.txt");
212 ofstream myfileOne;
213 myfileOne.open("TotalEnergy.txt");
214 ofstream myfileTwo;
215 myfileTwo.open("tempMaxMin.txt");
216
217 int time_max=2001;
218 double h=10.0;
219 for (int t=0;t<time_max;t++){
220
221 double E_ph=0;
222 double E_mg_alpha=0;
223 double E_mg_beta=0;
224 for(int i=0;i<size_ph;i++){
225 if(i%64!=0){
226 E_ph+=phonon[i]*w_ph[i];
227 }
228 }
229 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
230 if(j==0||j==10||j==34||j==40){
231 }
232 else{
233 E_mg_alpha+=mg_alpha[j]*w_mg_alpha[j];
234 E_mg_beta+=mg_beta[j]*w_mg_beta[j];
235 }
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236 }
237 double TavgF=0.0;
238 double TavgMA=0.0;
239 double TavgMB=0.0;
240 vector<double> phonon_T;
241 for(int i=0;i<size_ph;i++){
242 if(phonon[i]!=0){
243 TavgF+=w_ph[i]/k_B/log((1.0/phonon[i])+1.0);
244 phonon_T.push_back(w_ph[i]/k_B/log((1.0/phonon[i])+1.0));
245 //std::cout<<w_ph[i]/k_B/log((1.0/phonon[i])+1.0)<<std::endl;
246 //std::cout<<i<<std::endl;
247 }
248 }
249 vector<double> magnon_T;
250 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
251 if(mg_alpha[j]!=0){
252 TavgMA+=w_mg_alpha[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_alpha[j])+1.0);
253 TavgMB+=w_mg_beta[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_beta[j])+1.0);
254 magnon_T.push_back(w_mg_beta[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_beta[j])+1.0));
255 //std::cout<<w_mg_alpha[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_alpha[j])+1.0)<<std::

endl;
256 //std::cout<<j<<std::endl;
257 }
258 }
259 double min = *min_element(magnon_T.begin(), magnon_T.end());
260 //std::cout<<"Min value: "<<min<<std::endl;
261 double max = *max_element(magnon_T.begin(), magnon_T.end());
262 //std::cout<<"Max value: "<<max<<std::endl;
263 double min1 = *min_element(phonon_T.begin(), phonon_T.end());
264 //std::cout<<"Min value: "<<min1<<std::endl;
265 double max1 = *max_element(phonon_T.begin(), phonon_T.end());
266 //std::cout<<"Max value: "<<max1<<std::endl;
267
268
269 TavgF=TavgF/(size_ph-12);
270 TavgMA=TavgMA/(kpoints-4);
271 TavgMB=TavgMB/(kpoints-4);
272 //std::min_element(phonon.begin(), phonon.end());
273 //double min = *min_element(phonon.begin(), phonon.end());
274 //std::cout<<"Max value: "<<min<<std::endl;
275
276 /*std::cout<<w_mg_alpha[20]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_alpha[20])+1.0)<<std::

endl;
277 std::cout<<w_mg_alpha[28]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_alpha[28])+1.0)<<std::endl;
278 std::cout<<w_ph[8]/k_B/log((1.0/phonon[8])+1.0)<<std::endl;*/
279
280 //print_output to txt_file: E_ph, E_mg_alpha, E_mg_beta
281
282 if (myfile.is_open()){
283 myfile << std::setprecision(10)<< TavgF << " "<< TavgMA
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284 << " "<< TavgMB
285 << ’\n’;
286 }
287 if (myfileOne.is_open()){
288 myfileOne <<std::setprecision(10) << E_ph << " "<< E_mg_alpha <<"

"<<E_mg_beta
289 << " "<< (E_ph+E_mg_alpha+E_mg_beta)
290 << ’\n’;
291 }
292 if (myfileTwo.is_open()){
293 myfileTwo << std::setprecision(10)<< max << " "<< min <<" "<<max1
294 << " "<< min1
295 << ’\n’;
296 }
297
298
299 RKfour(phonon,mg_alpha, mg_beta,matrixAdd, A,B, h,w_ph,w_mg_alpha,

w_mg_beta);
300 }
301 myfile.close();
302 myfileOne.close();
303 myfileTwo.close();
304 std::cout << "Done" << std::endl;
305 return 0;
306 }
307 //RK-4
308 void RKfour(vector<double> &phonon,vector<double> &mg_alpha,
309 vector<double> &mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,vector<double> A, vector<

double> B,
310 double h,vector<double> w_ph,vector<double> w_mg_alpha,vector<double>

w_mg_beta){
311
312 //create vectors to keep track of input into next step
313 vector<double> dyn1,dyn2,dyn3;
314 // create vectors to keep track of temperatures
315 vector<double> tempTalpha(qpoints),tempTbeta(qpoints);
316
317 //create matrices for values
318
319 vector<double> temp1(size_A),temp2(size_A);
320
321 temperature(w_mg_alpha,w_mg_beta, mg_alpha, mg_beta, tempTalpha,

tempTbeta);
322
323 editor(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd,A,B,temp1,temp2,tempTalpha,

tempTbeta,w_ph);
324
325 vector<double> k1ph=f_ph(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd,temp1,temp2)

;
326 vector<double> k1mg_a=f_mg_alpha(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd,
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temp1);
327 vector<double> k1mg_b=f_mg_beta(phonon, mg_alpha, mg_beta, matrixAdd,

temp2);
328
329 for (int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
330 dyn1.push_back(phonon[i]+h/2.0*k1ph[i]);
331 }
332 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
333 dyn2.push_back(mg_alpha[j]+h/2.0*k1mg_a[j]);
334 dyn3.push_back(mg_beta[j]+h/2.0*k1mg_b[j]);
335 }
336
337 temperature(w_mg_alpha,w_mg_beta, dyn2, dyn3,tempTalpha,tempTbeta);
338
339 editor(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,A,B,temp1,temp2,tempTalpha,tempTbeta,

w_ph);
340
341 vector<double> k2ph=f_ph(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp2);
342 vector<double> k2mg_a=f_mg_alpha(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1);
343 vector<double> k2mg_b=f_mg_beta(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp2);
344
345 for (int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
346 dyn1[i]=phonon[i]+h/2.0*k2ph[i];
347 }
348 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
349 dyn2[j]=mg_alpha[j]+h/2.0*k2mg_a[j];
350 dyn3[j]=mg_beta[j]+h/2.0*k2mg_b[j];
351 }
352 temperature(w_mg_alpha,w_mg_beta, dyn2, dyn3,tempTalpha,tempTbeta);
353
354 editor(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,A,B,temp1,temp2,tempTalpha,tempTbeta,

w_ph);
355
356 vector<double> k3ph=f_ph(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp2);
357 vector<double> k3mg_a=f_mg_alpha(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1);
358 vector<double> k3mg_b=f_mg_beta(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp2);
359
360 for (int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
361 dyn1[i]=phonon[i]+h*k3ph[i];
362 }
363 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
364 dyn2[j]=mg_alpha[j]+h*k3mg_a[j];
365 dyn3[j]=mg_beta[j]+h*k3mg_b[j];
366 }
367
368
369 temperature(w_mg_alpha,w_mg_beta, dyn2, dyn3,tempTalpha,tempTbeta);
370
371 editor(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,A,B,temp1,temp2,tempTalpha,tempTbeta,

w_ph);
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372
373 vector<double> k4ph=f_ph(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp2);
374 vector<double> k4mg_a=f_mg_alpha(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1);
375 vector<double> k4mg_b=f_mg_beta(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp2);
376
377 for (int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
378 phonon[i]+=h/6*(k1ph[i]+2*k2ph[i]+2*k3ph[i]+k4ph[i]);
379 }
380 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
381 mg_alpha[j]+=((h/6)*(k1mg_a[j]+2*k2mg_a[j]+2*k3mg_a[j]+k4mg_a[j]));
382 mg_beta[j]+=h/6*(k1mg_b[j]+2*k2mg_b[j]+2*k3mg_b[j]+k4mg_b[j]);
383 }
384 }
385
386
387 //fcns used to update in RK-4 for phonons
388 //f_ph, f_mg_alpha f_mg_beta are all below
389 vector<double> f_ph(vector<double> &phonon,vector<double> &mg_alpha,
390 vector<double> &mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,
391 vector<double> temp1, vector<double> temp2){
392 vector<double> array(size_ph);
393 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
394 //array.push_back(0);
395 //int temp_i=i%kpoints;
396 for (int j = 0; j<(qpoints); j++){
397 int temp=i+j*(size_ph);
398 array[i]+=-temp1[temp]-temp2[temp];
399 }
400 }
401
402 return array;
403 }
404 //fcn used to update in RK-4 for magnons alpha
405 vector<double> f_mg_alpha(vector<double>& phonon,vector<double>& mg_alpha

,
406 vector<double>& mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,vector<double> temp1){
407 vector<double> array(qpoints);
408 for(int j=0; j<qpoints; j++){
409 //array.push_back(0);
410 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
411 int temp=j*size_ph+i;
412 array[j]+=temp1[temp];
413 }
414 }
415 return array;
416 }
417 //fcn used to update in RK-4 for magnons beta
418 vector<double> f_mg_beta(vector<double>& phonon,vector<double>& mg_alpha,
419 vector<double>& mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,vector<double> temp2){
420 vector<double> array(qpoints);
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421 for(int j=0; j<qpoints; j++){
422 //array.push_back(0);
423 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
424 int temp=j*size_ph+i;
425 array[j]+=temp2[temp];
426 }
427 }
428 return array;
429 }
430
431 int add(int a,int b, int size_q){
432 //convert to size_q-bit
433 // a-b
434 // 1=(1,0,0)
435 vector<int> v,w,u;
436
437 for(int i=0; i<3; i++){
438 v.push_back(a%size_q);
439 w.push_back(b%size_q);
440 u.push_back(v[i]-w[i]);
441 if (u[i]<0){
442 u[i]+=size_q;
443 }
444 b/=size_q;
445 a/=size_q;
446 }
447 return u[0]+u[1]*size_q+u[2]*size_q*size_q;
448 }
449
450 double dirac(double E){
451 return exp(-(E*E)/(smear*smear))/sqrt(M_PI);
452 }
453
454 //creates the values that are used to update the derivatives
455 void editor(vector<double>& phonon,vector<double>& mg_alpha,
456 vector<double>& mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,vector<double> A,
457 vector<double> B,vector<double> & temp1, vector<double> & temp2,vector<

double> tempTalpha,vector<double> tempTbeta,vector<double> w_ph){
458
459 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
460 if(i%kpoints!=0){
461 int temp_i=i%kpoints;
462 for (int j = 0; j<(qpoints); j++){
463 int temp=i+j*(size_ph);
464 int s=matrixAdd[j+kpoints*temp_i];
465 double m=1/(exp(w_ph[i]/k_B/tempTalpha[j])-1);
466 double m1=1/(exp(w_ph[i]/k_B/tempTbeta[j])-1);
467 temp1[temp]=A[temp]*(phonon[i]-m)*(mg_alpha[s]-mg_alpha[j]);
468 temp2[temp]=B[temp]*(phonon[i]-m1)*(mg_beta[s]-mg_beta[j]);
469 }
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470 }
471 }
472 }
473
474 void temperature(vector<double> w_mg_alpha,vector<double> w_mg_beta,
475 vector<double> mg_alpha, vector<double> mg_beta,vector<double> &

tempTalpha,vector<double> & tempTbeta){
476 for(int j=0;j<qpoints;j++){
477 if(j==0||j==10||j==34||j==40){
478 tempTalpha[j]=1;
479 tempTbeta[j]=1;
480 }
481 else{
482 tempTalpha[j]=w_mg_alpha[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_alpha[j])+1.0);
483 tempTbeta[j]=w_mg_beta[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_beta[j])+1.0);
484 }
485 }
486 }

8.1.2 Code for solving system of rate equations defined by the equa-
tion 47

1 #define _USE_MATH_DEFINES
2 #include<fstream>
3 #include <cmath>
4 #include <iostream>
5 #include <iterator>
6 #include <vector>
7 #include <array>
8 #include <iomanip>
9 #include<algorithm>

10 using namespace std;
11 //declare variables
12 using std::array;
13 using std::vector;
14 //const double h_bar=1.054;
15 //const double h_bar=1.054*pow(10,-34);
16 const double k_B=1.38064852*pow(10,-23); //
17 const double bohrM=9.274009*pow(10,-24); // J/T
18 const double g=2.0; //??
19 const double H_ext=0;//4*pow(10,-4); // T
20 const double M=g*bohrM*H_ext;
21
22 const int size_q=4;
23 const int qpoints=size_q*size_q*size_q;
24 const int size_k=4;
25 const int kpoints=size_k*size_k*size_k;
26 const int branches=12;
27 const int size_ph=kpoints*branches;
28 const int size_Theta=size_ph*size_ph;
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29 const int size_A=size_ph*qpoints;
30 const int size_add=kpoints*qpoints;
31
32 const double smear=pow(10,-22);
33
34 //declare functions
35 int add(int,int,int);
36
37 double dirac(double);
38
39 //f_ph(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd, A,B,C,theta1,theta2,theta3,

theta4,theta5,theta6)
40 vector<double> f_ph(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
41 vector<double>&,vector<int>,
42 vector<double>, vector<double>);
43
44 //mg_alpha(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd, alpha1,alpha2)
45 vector<double> f_mg_alpha(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
46 vector<double>&,vector<int>,vector<double>, vector<double>);
47
48 //mg_beta(phonon_mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd,beta1,beta2)
49 vector<double> f_mg_beta(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
50 vector<double>&,vector<int>,vector<double>, vector<double>);
51
52 //fcn that creates 4 matrices that then are used to calculate derivatives
53 void editor(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
54 vector<double>&,vector<int>,
55 vector<double>, vector<double>,vector<double>&, vector<double>&,vector<

double>&, vector<double>&);
56
57 //RKfour
58 void RKfour(vector<double>&,vector<double>&,
59 vector<double>&,vector<int>,
60 vector<double>,vector<double>,double);
61
62 int main(int argc, char const *argv[])
63 {
64 //calculate the add matrix
65 vector<int> matrixAdd;
66 for (int i=0;i<size_add;i++){
67 matrixAdd.push_back(add(i%kpoints,i/kpoints,size_q));
68 }
69
70
71
72 //initialize variables
73
74 vector<double> phonon,A(size_A),B(size_A),mg_alpha,mg_beta;
75
76 //readfiles w_ph,w_mgBeta, w_mgAlpha, F1, F2, theta
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77
78 //w_ph
79 vector<double> w_ph;
80 double element;
81 std::ifstream in;
82 in.open("phonon.txt");
83 if (in.is_open()){
84 while (in >> element){
85 w_ph.push_back(element);
86 }
87 }
88 in.close();
89
90 //w_mg_alpha
91 vector<double> w_mg_alpha;
92 in.open("magnon.txt");
93 if (in.is_open()){
94 while (in >> element){
95 w_mg_alpha.push_back(element);
96 }
97 }
98 in.close();
99

100 //w_mg_beta
101 vector<double> w_mg_beta;
102 in.open("magnon.txt");
103 if (in.is_open()){
104 while (in >> element){
105 w_mg_beta.push_back(element);
106 }
107 }
108 in.close();
109
110 // Get correct energies for w_mg_alpha and w_mg_beta
111 for(int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
112 w_mg_alpha[j]+=M;
113 w_mg_beta[j]-=M;
114 /*std::cout << w_mg_alpha[j] << std::endl;
115 std::cout << w_mg_beta[j] << std::endl;*/
116 }
117
118 //F1 F2
119 /*
120 vector<double> F1,F2;
121 in.open("F1four.txt");
122 if (in.is_open()){
123 while (in >> element){
124 F1.push_back(element);
125 }
126 }
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127 in.close();
128 */
129 vector<double> F2;
130
131 in.open("F2four.txt");
132 if (in.is_open()){
133 while (in >> element){
134 F2.push_back(element);
135 }
136 }
137 in.close();
138
139 //Resolve problem with non-zero elements where they should not be
140 for(int i=0;i<(size_A);i++){
141 int u=matrixAdd[i%kpoints+(i/size_ph)*kpoints];
142 if(u==0||u==10||u==34||u==40){
143 F2[i]=0;
144 }
145 int g=matrixAdd[i/size_ph+(i%kpoints)*kpoints];
146 if(g==0||g==10||g==34||g==40){
147 F2[i]=0;
148 }
149
150 }
151
152 //calculate A,B
153 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
154 for(int j=0; j<qpoints; j++){
155 int temp=j*size_ph+i;
156 int temp_i=i%kpoints;
157
158 double E3=w_ph[i]-w_mg_alpha[j]+w_mg_alpha[matrixAdd[j+temp_i*

kpoints]];
159 double E4=w_ph[i]+w_mg_alpha[j]-w_mg_alpha[matrixAdd[j+temp_i*

kpoints]];
160 double E5=w_ph[i]-w_mg_beta[j]+w_mg_beta[matrixAdd[j+temp_i*kpoints

]];
161 double E6=w_ph[i]+w_mg_beta[j]-w_mg_beta[matrixAdd[j+temp_i*kpoints

]];
162 A[temp]=4.0*M_PI*1000.0/1.054*F2[temp]*(dirac(E3));//This factor

changes if you change params above
163 B[temp]=4.0*M_PI*1000.0/1.054*F2[temp]*(dirac(E5));//This factor

changes if you change params above
164 }
165 }
166
167 // Calculate initial distributions;
168
169 double T=300.0;
170
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171 for(int i=0; i<size_ph;i++){
172 if(i%64==0){
173 phonon.push_back(0);
174 }
175 else{
176 phonon.push_back(1/(exp(w_ph[i]/k_B/T)-1));
177 }
178 }
179 T=301.0;
180
181 //Excite some phonon modes
182
183 /*for(int i=0;i<branches;i++){
184 phonon[i*64+1]+=10;
185 phonon[i*64+5]+=10;
186 phonon[i*64+17]+=10;
187 }*/
188
189 for(int j=0; j<qpoints; j++){
190 mg_alpha.push_back(1/(exp(w_mg_alpha[j]/k_B/T)-1));
191 mg_beta.push_back(1/(exp(w_mg_beta[j]/k_B/T)-1));
192 if (j==0){
193 mg_beta[j]=0;
194 }
195 if (mg_alpha[j]>=1){
196 mg_alpha[j]=0;
197 }
198 }
199
200 //Loop over time
201 std::cout<<"Runs this far"<<std::endl;
202
203 ofstream myfile;
204 myfile.open ("AvTemp.txt");
205 ofstream myfileOne;
206 myfileOne.open("TotalEnergy.txt");
207 ofstream myfileTwo;
208 myfileTwo.open("tempMaxMin.txt");
209 ofstream myfileThree;
210 myfileThree.open("Conservation.txt");
211
212 int time_max=10001;
213 double h=1.0;
214 for (int t=0;t<time_max;t++){
215
216 double E_ph=0;
217 double E_mg_alpha=0;
218 double E_mg_beta=0;
219 double phTot=0;
220 double mg_alphaTot=0;
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221 double mg_betaTot=0;
222 for(int i=0;i<size_ph;i++){
223 if(i%64!=0){
224 E_ph+=phonon[i]*w_ph[i];
225 phTot+=phonon[i];
226 }
227 }
228 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
229 if(j==0||j==10||j==34||j==40){
230 }
231 else{
232 E_mg_alpha+=mg_alpha[j]*w_mg_alpha[j];
233 E_mg_beta+=mg_beta[j]*w_mg_beta[j];
234 mg_alphaTot+=mg_alpha[j];
235 mg_betaTot+=mg_beta[j];
236 }
237 }
238 double TavgF=0.0;
239 double TavgMA=0.0;
240 double TavgMB=0.0;
241 vector<double> phonon_T;
242 for(int i=0;i<size_ph;i++){
243 if(i%64!=0){
244 TavgF+=w_ph[i]/k_B/log((1.0/phonon[i])+1.0);
245 phonon_T.push_back(w_ph[i]/k_B/log((1.0/phonon[i])+1.0));
246 }
247 }
248 vector<double> magnon_T;
249 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
250 if(j==0||j==10||j==34||j==40){
251 }
252 else{
253 TavgMA+=w_mg_alpha[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_alpha[j])+1.0);
254 TavgMB+=w_mg_beta[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_beta[j])+1.0);
255 magnon_T.push_back(w_mg_beta[j]/k_B/log((1.0/mg_beta[j])+1.0));
256 }
257 }
258 double min = *min_element(magnon_T.begin(), magnon_T.end());
259 //std::cout<<"Min value: "<<min<<std::endl;
260 double max = *max_element(magnon_T.begin(), magnon_T.end());
261 //std::cout<<"Max value: "<<max<<std::endl;
262 double min1 = *min_element(phonon_T.begin(), phonon_T.end());
263 //std::cout<<"Min value: "<<min1<<std::endl;
264 double max1 = *max_element(phonon_T.begin(), phonon_T.end());
265 //std::cout<<"Max value: "<<max1<<std::endl;
266
267
268 TavgF=TavgF/(size_ph-12);
269 TavgMA=TavgMA/(kpoints-4);
270 TavgMB=TavgMB/(kpoints-4);
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271
272 //print_output to txt_file: E_ph, E_mg_alpha, E_mg_beta
273 double E_tot=(E_ph+E_mg_alpha+E_mg_beta);
274
275 if (myfile.is_open()){
276 myfile << std::setprecision(10) <<TavgF << " "<< TavgMA
277 << " "<< TavgMB
278 << ’\n’;
279 }
280 if (myfileOne.is_open()){
281 myfileOne << std::setprecision(10) <<E_ph << " "<< E_mg_alpha <<"

"<<E_mg_beta
282 << " "<< E_tot
283 << ’\n’;
284 }
285 if (myfileTwo.is_open()){
286 myfileTwo << std::setprecision(10) <<max << " "<< min <<" "<<max1
287 << " "<< min1
288 << ’\n’;
289 }
290 if (myfileThree.is_open()){
291 myfileThree << std::setprecision(10) <<phTot << " "<< mg_alphaTot

<<" "<<mg_betaTot
292 << ’\n’;
293 }
294
295
296 RKfour(phonon,mg_alpha, mg_beta,matrixAdd, A,B, h);
297 }
298 myfile.close();
299 myfileOne.close();
300 myfileTwo.close();
301 myfileThree.close();
302 std::cout << "Done" << std::endl;
303 return 0;
304 }
305 //RK-4
306 void RKfour(vector<double> &phonon,vector<double> &mg_alpha,
307 vector<double> &mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,vector<double> A, vector<

double> B,
308 double h){
309
310 //create vectors to keep track of input into next step
311 vector<double> dyn1,dyn2,dyn3;
312
313 //create matrices for values
314
315 vector<double> temp1(size_A),temp2(size_A),temp3(size_A),temp4(size_A);
316
317 editor(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd,A,B,temp1,temp2,temp3,temp4);
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318
319 vector<double> k1ph=f_ph(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd,temp1,temp2)

;
320 vector<double> k1mg_a=f_mg_alpha(phonon,mg_alpha,mg_beta,matrixAdd,

temp1,temp3);
321 vector<double> k1mg_b=f_mg_beta(phonon, mg_alpha, mg_beta, matrixAdd,

temp2,temp4);
322
323 for (int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
324 dyn1.push_back(phonon[i]+(h/2.0)*k1ph[i]);
325 }
326 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
327 dyn2.push_back(mg_alpha[j]+(h/2.0)*k1mg_a[j]);
328 dyn3.push_back(mg_beta[j]+(h/2.0)*k1mg_b[j]);
329 }
330
331 editor(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,A,B,temp1,temp2,temp3,temp4);
332
333 vector<double> k2ph=f_ph(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp2);
334 vector<double> k2mg_a=f_mg_alpha(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp3);
335 vector<double> k2mg_b=f_mg_beta(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp2,temp4);
336
337 for (int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
338 dyn1[i]=phonon[i]+h/2.0*k2ph[i];
339 }
340 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
341 dyn2[j]=mg_alpha[j]+h/2.0*k2mg_a[j];
342 dyn3[j]=mg_beta[j]+h/2.0*k2mg_b[j];
343 }
344 editor(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,A,B,temp1,temp2,temp3,temp4);
345
346 vector<double> k3ph=f_ph(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp2);
347 vector<double> k3mg_a=f_mg_alpha(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp3);
348 vector<double> k3mg_b=f_mg_beta(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp2,temp4);
349
350 for (int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
351 dyn1[i]=phonon[i]+h*k3ph[i];
352 }
353 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
354 dyn2[j]=mg_alpha[j]+h*k3mg_a[j];
355 dyn3[j]=mg_beta[j]+h*k3mg_b[j];
356 }
357
358 editor(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,A,B,temp1,temp2,temp3,temp4);
359
360 vector<double> k4ph=f_ph(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp2);
361 vector<double> k4mg_a=f_mg_alpha(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp1,temp3);
362 vector<double> k4mg_b=f_mg_beta(dyn1,dyn2,dyn3,matrixAdd,temp2,temp4);
363
364 for (int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
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365 phonon[i]+=h/6.0*(k1ph[i]+2*k2ph[i]+2*k3ph[i]+k4ph[i]);
366 }
367 for (int j=0; j<qpoints;j++){
368 mg_alpha[j]+=((h/6.0)*(k1mg_a[j]+2*k2mg_a[j]+2*k3mg_a[j]+k4mg_a[j]));
369 mg_beta[j]+=h/6.0*(k1mg_b[j]+2*k2mg_b[j]+2*k3mg_b[j]+k4mg_b[j]);
370 }
371 }
372
373
374 //fcns used to update in RK-4 for phonons
375 //f_ph, f_mg_alpha f_mg_beta are all below
376 vector<double> f_ph(vector<double> &phonon,vector<double> &mg_alpha,
377 vector<double> &mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,
378 vector<double> temp1, vector<double> temp2){
379 vector<double> array(size_ph);
380 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
381 //array.push_back(0);
382 //int temp_i=i%kpoints;
383 for (int j = 0; j<(qpoints); j++){
384 int temp=i+j*(size_ph);
385 array[i]+=temp1[temp]+temp2[temp];
386 }
387 }
388
389 return array;
390 }
391 //fcn used to update in RK-4 for magnons alpha
392 vector<double> f_mg_alpha(vector<double>& phonon,vector<double>& mg_alpha

,
393 vector<double>& mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,vector<double> temp1,

vector<double> temp3){
394 vector<double> array(qpoints);
395 for(int j=0; j<qpoints; j++){
396 //array.push_back(0);
397 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
398 int temp=j*size_ph+i;
399 array[j]+=-temp1[temp]-temp3[temp];
400 }
401 }
402 return array;
403 }
404 //fcn used to update in RK-4 for magnons beta
405 vector<double> f_mg_beta(vector<double>& phonon,vector<double>& mg_alpha,
406 vector<double>& mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,vector<double> temp2,

vector<double> temp4){
407 vector<double> array(qpoints);
408 for(int j=0; j<qpoints; j++){
409 //array.push_back(0);
410 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
411 int temp=j*size_ph+i;
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412 array[j]+=-temp2[temp]-temp4[temp];
413 }
414 }
415 return array;
416 }
417
418 int add(int a,int b, int size_q){
419 //convert to size_q-bit
420 // a-b
421 // 1=(1,0,0)
422 vector<int> v,w,u;
423
424 for(int i=0; i<3; i++){
425 v.push_back(a%size_q);
426 w.push_back(b%size_q);
427 u.push_back(v[i]-w[i]);
428 if (u[i]<0){
429 u[i]+=size_q;
430 }
431 b/=size_q;
432 a/=size_q;
433 }
434 return u[0]+u[1]*size_q+u[2]*size_q*size_q;
435 }
436
437 double dirac(double E){
438 return exp(-(E*E)/(smear*smear))/sqrt(M_PI);
439 }
440
441 //creates the values that are used to update the derivatives
442 void editor(vector<double>& phonon,vector<double>& mg_alpha,
443 vector<double>& mg_beta,vector<int> matrixAdd,vector<double> A,
444 vector<double> B,vector<double> & temp1, vector<double> & temp2,vector<

double> & temp3, vector<double> & temp4){
445 for(int i=0;i<size_A;i++){
446 temp1[i]=0;
447 temp2[i]=0;
448 temp3[i]=0;
449 temp4[i]=0;
450 }
451
452 for(int i=0; i<size_ph; i++){
453 if(i%kpoints!=0){
454 int temp_i=i%kpoints;
455 for (int j = 0; j<(qpoints); j++){
456 int temp=i+j*(size_ph);
457 int s=matrixAdd[j+kpoints*temp_i];
458 if(j==0||j==10||j==34||j==40||s==0||s==10||s==34||s==40){
459 }
460 else{
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461 double brief1=A[temp]*(phonon[i]*mg_alpha[j]+mg_alpha[j]*
mg_alpha[s]+mg_alpha[j]-phonon[i]*mg_alpha[s]);

462 double brief2=B[temp]*(phonon[i]*mg_beta[j]+mg_beta[j]*mg_beta[s
]+mg_beta[j]-phonon[i]*mg_beta[s]);

463 if(temp1[temp]!=0){
464 std::cout << temp << std::endl;
465 }
466 temp1[temp]+=brief1;
467 temp2[temp]+=brief2;
468 temp3[i+s*size_ph]-=brief1;
469 temp4[i+s*size_ph]-=brief2;
470 }
471 }
472 }
473 }
474 }
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